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For more information 
							Liposuction aims to reshape specific regions of the body — improving body contours and proportions by removing stubborn, unwanted body fat. 
							LIPOSUCTION 
							 Body Aesthetics 
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3D Virtual Tour 
							ESTEWORLD 
							Your Dental Aesthetic Specialist In Turkey. 
							For more information 
							 "The hospital that makes you smile" 
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Important things to know before hair transplant surgery



	What is hair transplantation?
	What are the basic steps?
	Which techniques are used?
	Is hair transplant surgery painful?
	How long does a hair transplant surgery take?




More details on hair transplant >
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More details on hair transplant



	What is DHI hair transplant?
	What are the differences from other methods?
	Is hair shaved in DHI technique?
	Can the hair transplant be more compact with DHI?
	What are the characteristics of the CHOI pen?




Detailed Information About DHI Technique >
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All The Details You’re Wondering About Breast Implants!



	What is breast augmentation?
	What are the prostheses like?
	Can one breastfeed after the operation?
	What are the risks that may occur?
	What should be considered?




Detailed Information About Breast Prosthesis > 







Meet the Laser Hair Growth






Laser beams penetrate under the skin to stimulate the inactive hair follicles and accelerate blood circulation, the development of new hair follicle and the thickening of thin hair provides benefit. The treatment strengthens existing hair, new hair grows and existing hair becomes more voluminous. Meet the hair laser, which provides a great deal of solutions, especially in women…



More
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Laser Hair Growth Treatment
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UNSHAVEN HAIR TRANSPLANT



Meet the Unshaven Hair Transplant that eliminates the necessity to clean shave the hair before a hair transplant.
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SAPPHİRE FUE HAİR TRANSPLANT



Sapphire FUE hair transplant is an effective hair transplant method that offers a permanent solution to hair loss.
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DR. MUSTAFA TUNCER

Chairman
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DR. BURAK TUNCER


Medical Director
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ESTEWORLD

HAIR TRANSPLANTS & PLASTIC SURGERY GROUP



Esteworld is leading the healthcare sector with its modern facilities and professional surgical team. Discover the world of Esteworld.
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I accept the terms of protection of personal data of Esteworld plastic surgery clinic and confirm that I am 16 years old!
This website uses cookies that are necessary for its operation. By using the site, you accept the use of cookies. 
I understand
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